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Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS)-  
 

At the time of independence the nation required and also endeavoured for overall economic  
development especially through the predominant rural agricultural sector. The operation of small-sized 
rural credit became a point of attraction to achieve such aspiration of Indian economy. It was, however, 
soon felt that this system was not strong enough to shoulder the comparatively bigger responsibilities of 
nation building ( Bedi, 1992). A critical analysis of existing constraints and opportunities called for more 
efficient, albeit, effective plan to revitalise the economy of the country. Incidently the country faced a 
serious problem of food shortage which necessitated substantial increase in indigenous agricultural 
production. It was then realized that the ongoing cooperative movement must be associated with 
efforts of other institutions to develop new agricultural technologies and their commercial scale 
adoption to wipe out food shortages. It was under such situations that the basic aim of cooperative 
movement to eliminate rural indebtedness was redefined to resolve the problem of under�production 
by adopting a holistic approach of providing series of services that would ensure substantial increase in 
food production and rural development.  
 

The Primary Agricultural Credit Societies (PACS) were started to provide cheap credit to the farmers to 
relieve them from clutches of money lenders. At present, there are 1,12,309 PACS which works out to 
roughly one PAC for every six villages in the country. The total membership of PACS is reported to be 
around Rs. 12 crores. The PACS can be started with ten or more persons, normally belonging to a village 
to become share holders of the society. The value of each share is generally nominal so as to enable 
even the poorest farmer to become a member. The members have unlimited liability and management 
is honorary, the only paid member being the Secretary-Treasurer. The loans are given for short periods, 
normally for the harvest season, for carrying on agricultural operations and the rate of interest is fixed. 
Such societies were expected to attract deposits from well-do-do members which could be used to give 
loans and advances to needy members. But these failed to promote saving and to attract deposits as a 
result of which the government had to bring into existence Central and State Cooperative Banks to 
provide funds to PACS which, in turn, will lend to farmers.  
 



Functions:  

In pursuance of the most cherished objective of improving agricultural production, the service/primary 
agricultural co-operatives were established to perform the following functions:  
 

1. To provide short-term credit required for the purchase of farm requirements and medium-term loans 
for other agricultural purpose.  

2. To arrange the supply of farm requirements such as improved seeds, fertilizers and insecticides etc.  
3. To provide household requirements such as sugar, kerosene oil, etc.  
4. To raise funds mainly through savings of members.  

Such service co-operatives in almost all the states have by now adopted the system of advancing 
production oriented credit popularly known as ‘Crop Loans’. The system, broadly speaking envisages 
that the credit needs of the cultivator members are to be determined with reference to the 
requirements of production in respect of different crops to be grown by them in the ensuing cropping 
season. In some states the practice of fixing credit limits both for individual members and for societies 
for two or three years has been adopted. Such a practice cuts down procedural delays, reduces routine 
work of bank employees and gives them more time to concentrate on developmental work. The 
NABARD now insists on the co-operative banks introducing seasonality in loaning, which means that 
disbursement of loan should coincide with the sowing and growing of crops and recovery should 
coincide with harvesting and marketing of crops. As regards repayments, due dates should be so fixed as 
to coincide with the harvesting and marketing of crops. In addition, the NABARD now sanctions separate 
limits for Kharif and Rabi crops in favour of central banks. The central cooperative banks are also 
expected to fix normal credit limits to the member societies both for Kharifand Rabi separately every 
year in advance. On this basis, the actual financing is to be regulated conforming to the seasonal 
cropping pattern so that they would automatically get reflected in the pattern of operations on the 
borrowing of banks. Crop loan system has on the whole proved useful as it has helped to increase the 
flow of credit and its linkage with the agricultural production programmes of the member farmers.  
 

The PACS constitute the major retail outlets of short-term and medium-term credit to rural sector. In 
order to take care of the needs of the weaker sections of the society, special types of organizations  at 
the grassroots level like Large Sized Multipurpose Societies and Farmers’ Service Societies have been set 
up to provide the package of services required.  
 

 

 
 

 


